This report describes Center for Global Studies (CGS) activities across the 2017-18 academic year (July 2017-June 2018) in its fourth year of operation in its three primary areas of focus: 1) faculty research opportunities; 2) enhancement of graduate and undergraduate international education through international research and internship opportunities; and 3) enhancing engagement by sponsoring speakers and symposia on and off campus. The Center’s interdisciplinary, collaborative research approach and commitment to statewide engagement provides a model by which to build leadership, excellence, and depth in problem-oriented scholarship and creative activity that serves people in our communities, our state, the nation, and the world.

Vision. Bringing the world to Wyoming and Wyoming to the world by fostering internationally oriented, interdisciplinary studies through research, in-depth learning, and community service.

Mission. The Center for Global Studies brings a world of possibilities to UW and Wyoming. Focusing on evolving international challenges and their implications, whether across the globe or across the state, CGS supports students and faculty across all colleges and schools. By providing access to funding and expertise, the Center cultivates a collaborative learning community, which serves as a clearinghouse to enhance international competencies to prepare Wyoming students, communities, and businesses, to compete, engage, and succeed in the global economy. We will share what we have learned with outreach to communities throughout Wyoming.

Faculty Research Excellence and Outcomes

The Center for Global Studies supported ten new faculty research projects through its CGS Research Excellence Awards for international fieldwork in summer 2018-spring 2019. These awards provide up to $5,000 in seed money for international research. These funds are made possible through our partnership with UW’s Office of Academic Affairs, Office of Research and Economic Development, School of Energy Resources, and donors who support the mission of the Center for Global Studies. CGS awarded $47,500 for 2018 faculty projects (~$170,000 awarded over the last four years).

1. Faculty Research Projects Funded in 2018

"Archaeolim: Prehistorics People, Climates, & Environments of the Northern Adriatic"
Principal Investigator: James Ahern, Department of Anthropology

"Breeding Biology of the Abyssinian Ground Hornbill in Northern Uganda"
Principal Investigator: Anna Chalfoun, Department of Zoology and Physiology

"Women’s Suffrage in Australia: A Visual Investigation"
Principal Investigator: Colleen Denney, School of Culture, Gender & Social Justice

"Exploring Multifunctional Rural Landscapes in Australia: Noosa Hinterlands, Darling Downs, & New England Tableland"
Principal Investigator: Jeffrey Hamerlinck, WyGISC and Department of Geography

"Prince Peter: Greece, Modernity, & the Development of Anthropology"
Principal Investigator: Michael Harkin, Department of Anthropology

"Seeds of Possibility: A Children’s Book"
Principal Investigator: Ashley Hope Carlisle, Department of Visual and Literary Arts
"Quaternary History & Education Opportunities of the Selenga River Delta"
**Principal Investigator:** Brandon McElroy, Department of Geology and Geophysics

"The Human Right to Water in a Time of Scarcity"
**Principal Investigators:** Noah Novogrodsky and Jason Robison, College of Law and Bryan Shuman, Department of Geology and Geophysics

"Conquering the Sacred East: The Orthodox, Latin, & Muslim Histories of Hagia Sophia, Pangaea Atheniotissa, and the Holy Sepulcher"
**Principal Investigator:** Naomi Pitamber, Department of Visual and Literary Arts

"Molecular Characterization of Brucella Isolates from Cattle in Uganda"
**Principal Investigator:** Brant Schumaker, Department of Veterinary Sciences

2. Direct Research Outcomes from 2016 & 2017 Faculty Funded Projects

CGS faculty-funded projects produced a variety of outcomes across 2017-18 (see Appendix A for details).

- Fellowships/Residencies – 4; Fulbright – 1; New grant applications – 1; Small grants secured – 6
- Books (published and forthcoming) – 4; Articles/chapters/conference proceedings (published and accepted) – 16
- Conference papers/exhibitions – 17; Invited talks/presentations/exhibitions (non-UW) – 6; UW/Wyoming presentations – 11
- Study abroad courses/partnership development – 6

Expanding Student International Research and Internship Opportunities

The Center for Global Studies supported seventeen new student research and internship projects through its CGS International Research/Internship Excellence Awards in 2018 for students from the Colleges of Arts and Sciences, Agriculture and Natural Resources, Business, and the Haub School of Environment and Natural Resources. These awards provide up to $2,500 for each student. **CGS awarded $39,500 in international fieldwork grants (~$127,000 awarded over last four years) and $17,500 in graduate fellowship and student scholarship support in 2018.**

1. Student International Fieldwork Grants in 2018

In this program, stipends primarily support internationally based fieldwork, but can also be awarded for internationally focused internships.

**Thomas Ashley (Laramie, Wyoming), PhD – Geology (CGS-SER Nielson International Internship/Fieldwork Grant)**
**Project:** River Engineering, Environmental Stewardship, and Interpretation of Earth’s History: Fieldwork in The Netherlands

**Jessica Droke (Jackson, Tennessee), PhD – Anthropology (Centennial Fellowship in Global Studies)**
**Project:** Study of Krapina Neanderthals: Croatian Natural History Museum in Zagreb

**Alexander Garcia-Putnam (Laramie, Wyoming), PhD – Anthropology (John P. Ellbogen Endowment for Global Engagement Grant Award)**
**Project:** Excavations at Magdalena de Cao Viejo in Peru

**Jimena Golcher-Benavides (Konstanz, Germany), PhD – Ecology (Harris International Research Award)**
**Project:** Drivers of Freshwater Fish Biodiversity in Lake Tanganyika, Africa’s Inland Sea
Lucus Hansen (Laramie, Wyoming), MA – Political Science (CGS-U.S. Senator Malcolm Wallop ‘Conversations on Democracy’ Award)
Project: Communication Power and the European Union (EU): What Makes a Strategic Narrative Successful?

Larissa Hipp (North Platte, Nebraska), BA – English (CGS World to Wyoming Grant)
Project: Professional Writing Internship with Buzz.ie in Dublin

Chipiliro Kalonde (Lilongwe 3, Malawi), MA – International Studies (CGS-U.S. Senator Malcolm Wallop ‘Conversations on Democracy’ Award)
Project: Gacaca Court System and Post Genocide Reconciliation in Rwanda

Phineas Kelly (Laramie, Wyoming), MA/PhD – Anthropology (Center for Global Studies International Internship/Fieldwork Grant)
Project: Rapa Nui Language and Culture Project on Easter Island

Sana Kika (Iraq), MA – International Studies (Center for Global Studies International Internship/Fieldwork Grant)
Project: How Immigrants of Iraqi Christian Identity Negotiate Becoming Americans

Nikola Lazic (Šid, Serbia), MA – International Studies (Centennial Fellowship in Global Studies)
Project: Sanctuary City Policies and Practices: Edmonton, Canada vs Calgary, Canada

Anne Reed (Cheyenne, Wyoming), MS – Rangeland Ecology & Watershed Management and Environment & Natural Resources (CGS-SER Nielson International Internship/Fieldwork Grant)
Project: Human-Elephant Conflict Analysis in Coimbatore Forest District in India

Emily Schimelpfenig (Lander, Wyoming), BA – Political Science (CGS World to Wyoming Grant)
Project: The Belfast Giants and Decreasing Divisions of Identity in Northern Ireland

Cristian Sepulveda Maldonado (Santiago, Chile), PhD – Management and Marketing (CGS-SER Nielson International Internship/Fieldwork Grant)
Project: Global Supply Chains and the Impact on End Consumers: Cases of Chile, U.S., and Germany

Meagan Soehn (Casper, Wyoming), BS – Microbiology (Harris International Research Award)
Project: Improving Brucellosis Control Strategies Within Uganda

Sarah Stagg (Grand Junction, Colorado), MA/PhD – Anthropology (CGS World to Wyoming Grant)
Project: The Callacpuma Archaeological Program

Emily Wood (Granite Canyon, Wyoming), BA – German and International Studies (Christopher and Michelle Spear International Fieldwork Grant)
Project: State Department Internship with U.S. Embassy in Equatorial Guinea

Tinghui Zhang (Schertz, Texas), MFA – Creative Writing (CGS World to Wyoming Grant)
Project: Intersection of Food in Culture, Tradition, and History in China and America

2. Fellowships and Scholarships Awarded in 2017-18

The Center supports one $10,000 graduate fellowship. The Nielson Graduate Excellence Fellowship, supported by the School of Energy Resources, is open to a graduate student completing a thesis or dissertation project focusing on internationally oriented topics related to energy and sustainability of natural resources and which addresses questions focused on solving critical challenges faced by society. At the undergraduate level, the Center supports the SER Nielson Undergraduate Scholarship, which covers in-state tuition for a student.

Nielson Graduate Excellence Fellowship – Recipient: Ramesh Sapkota (Kathmandu, Nepal), PhD, Ecology, Spring 2018. His PhD research focused on resource management and conservation in Nepal’s forests.
CGS-Nielson Undergraduate Scholarship – Recipients: Makenzie Beck (Lovell, WY), Senior in Political Science and Calvin Chalstrom (Cherokee, Iowa), Junior in Political Science and ENR. Beck has focused her studies on Latin America and is interested in post-graduate opportunities that allow her to continue enhancing her knowledge of promotion of the sustainability of energy and natural resources. Chalstrom is interested in how to effectively balance resource extraction with environmental and social concerns while meeting energy needs.

3. Direct Research Outcomes from 2017 & 2018 Student Funded Projects
CGS student projects produced a variety of outcomes across 2017-18 (see Appendix A for details).
- Articles submitted – 4
- Conference papers – 6; Invited talks/presentations (non-UW) – 1; UW and Wyoming presentations – 28
- Fulbright – 1

Broadening the Impact of Outreach, Speakers, and Symposia at UW and Around Wyoming

CGS continues its commitment to significant on-campus and statewide outreach programming focusing on international affairs in communities around Wyoming and on the UW campus. This series has been made possible through partnerships with the UW’s Office of Academic Affairs, School of Energy Resources, School of Politics, Public Affairs, & International Studies, College of Law and external partners including the Wyoming Humanities Council, Homer A. and Mildred S. Scott Foundation, Rocky Mountain Power Foundation, InterConnections21 in Jackson, National Museum of Wildlife Art, Buffalo Bill Center of the West, and Wyoming’s community colleges. In eight years, the statewide global studies lecture series has included around 200 sponsored events drawing more than 20,500 participants to a variety of formal and informal lectures. Many of these programs are available on the CGS YouTube channel “uwcenterforglobalstudies.” See Appendix B for additional highlights of the Wyoming Goes Global Conference and 2017-18 on-campus events.

1. World to Wyoming Outreach and Global Studies Lecture Series – 2017-18

Fall 2017 Global Studies Lecture Series Events

CGS sponsored/facilitated sixteen events in ten Wyoming communities in the Summer and Fall of 2017 – ten events were held around Wyoming and six were on the UW campus. The Centennial What in the World? summer series included presentations by CGS-funded graduate students, Jeremy Goldsmith presenting on migration out of The Gambia and Denise Muro on migrant experiences in Germany in June, UW department of art professors Mark Ritchie and Leah Hardy presenting on “Riding the Range in Mongolia and Australia: Art, Insights, and Impressions” in July, and Dr. Thomas Risse from the Free University of Berlin presenting on “Europe, the U.S., and the Transatlantic Relationship during Tumultuous Times” in August. Fall 2017 World to Wyoming presentations continued with Mark Jenkins, UW writer-in-residence and National Geographic correspondent, presenting “Tea, Trade, & Tyranny: Tibet & China over Time” at Casper College, Eastern Wyoming College in Torrington, Laramie County Community College and Laramie County Library in Cheyenne, Western Wyoming Community College in Rock Springs, Central Wyoming College in Riverton, Lander Valley High School, and the Boys School in Worland. CGS partnered with the School of Politics, Public Affairs, and International Studies to host Phi Beta Kappa Distinguished Scholar Dr. Stephen Walt from Harvard University who discussed “Where is U.S. Foreign Policy Headed?” In conjunction with a grant from the Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany, CGS co-sponsored Stefan Kraemer, manager of the Forestry Area Edelweiler in the County of Freudenstadt, for his presentation on “Comparing German and U.S. Forestry Management in the Black Forest and Medicine Bow National Forest: Different Approaches to the Pine Beetle” and Dr. Emek Uçar, professor in the International Relations Department at Bucknell University, for her presentation on “Mare Nostrum or Solidarity of Inaction? European Union’s Responses to the Unfolding Refugee and Burden-Sharing Crisis.” In partnership with the School of Energy Resources, CGS sponsored Dr. Robert F. Ichord, Jr., non-resident senior fellow with the Atlantic Council’s Global Energy Center and former Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Energy Innovation, for a presentation on “Changing Global Energy Markets, U.S. Foreign Policy, and Wyoming’s Position as an Energy Leader” at Sheridan College and UW and Dr. Andreas Goldthau, professor in International Relations at Royal Holloway University of London, who presented “Russian Energy and European Security: Challenges and Policy Implications.” In collaboration with the College of Arts and Sciences and the Wallop Conversations on Democracy Program, the Center hosted Anders Fogh Rasmussen, former Prime Minister of Denmark and Secretary General of NATO, who presented on “America’s Will to Lead: Transatlantic Relations, and the Future of the U.S. - European Alliance.” This exciting day’s events also included presentations by CGS-Wallop Student Fellows about their summer research and Mr. Rasmussen took time to meet with and mentor some promising young UW scholars.
Global Studies Lecture Series Attendance – Fall 2017

*Data is combined for visits to Lander Valley High School and Central Wyoming College.

**Number of attendants for these events overall = 1447 people; UW campus events = 676 people; non-UW = 771 people. Combined average attendance = 90 people/event.

Spring 2018 Global Studies Lecture Series Events

We sponsored/facilitated sixteen events in seven Wyoming communities in the Spring of 2018 – twelve events were held around Wyoming and four were on the UW campus. In February and March, Mark Jenkins’ World to Wyoming tour continued with presentations on “Camels, Climbing and St. Catherine, An Expedition to Egypt” at UW, Sheridan College, Gillette College, National Wildlife Museum in Jackson, Buffalo Bill Center of the West in Cody, Northwest College in Powell, and the Boys School in Worland. Throughout the Spring, CGS sponsored graduate students’ presentations on their international research in the What in the World? International Studies Fieldwork program in Centennial, Sheridan, Powell, Cody and Jackson. At UW, programs included the fourth annual Wyoming Goes Global Conference: A World of Opportunities that featured a roundtable discussion on International Careers and a panel discussion on American Foreign Policy in the Trump Era, followed by student and faculty presentations/posters highlighting the exciting and significant international research being done by UW faculty and students. In April, EU Ambassador to the U.S., David O’Sullivan, gave a keynote speech at the student organized European Horizons Conference on the future of EU-US relations, followed by an expert roundtable session focused on current challenges in the transatlantic relationship, and three panels on energy and EU policy, culture and identity, and security. Finally, Asha Rangappa, former FBI Agent and CNN Contributor, gave public presentations in Jackson and Laramie on social media and Facebook’s role in preserving democracy and on making sense of the Robert Mueller investigation.

Global Studies Lecture Series Attendance – Spring 2018 Data

*What in the World? included five venues for student presentations including Centennial, Sheridan College, Northwest College in Powell, Cody and Jackson; Data for Rangappa’s visits to Jackson and Laramie are combined.

**Number of attendants for these events overall = 1806 people; UW campus events = 817 people; non-UW = 989 people. Combined average attendance = 113 people/event.
The following charts display data gathered at speaker series events over the last year via short questionnaires distributed to audience members. Over 94% of respondents, which included students, faculty, staff, and community members, reported that the speaker series improved their understanding of global issues, and 95% stated that the event contributed to building a sense of international awareness.

Partnerships and Fundraising Highlights (2017-18)

The Center for Global Studies has been able to establish its programs and fund faculty and students because of its partnerships with UW academic and administrative units and a growing list of external supporters. The following represents significant internal partnership support and highlights from external donor support from this academic year as well as ongoing partnerships across the last three years.

1. University of Wyoming Partnerships and Funding 2017-18

Office of Academic Affairs. Office support, salary for project coordinator, shared events planner with Global Engagement Office, outreach/campus events support budget.

School of Energy Resources. Multi-year partnership to support Global Studies Opportunity Fund to promote programming and research opportunities for faculty and students focusing on internationally-oriented topics related to energy and sustainability of natural resources.
School of Politics, Public Affairs, & International Studies/College of Arts and Sciences. Administrative support provided until August 2018. Continued partnership in outreach events and graduate assistant support.

U.S. Senator Malcolm Wallop Conversations on Democracy Fund Partnership. Support for faculty and student projects and symposia on democracy, governance, and civil society topics.

2. New Initiatives and Grant/Donor Highlights

Malcolm Wallop Civic Engagement Project. In cooperation with the College of Arts and Sciences, CGS has launched a $1.25 million fundraising initiative for the Malcolm Wallop Civic Engagement project. See Appendix D for initiative details.

Wyoming Humanities Council. Grant support for World to Wyoming outreach series. This is an outgrowth of a multi-year partnership with WHC.

College of Arts and Sciences Grant for Latin American Studies Working Group. This grant supported a variety of events on campus related to the Voices of ’68 project organized by Prof. Zoe Pearson (School of Politics, Public Affairs and International Studies) and Prof. Nick Crane (Department of Geography).

Centennial Fellowship in Global Studies. Support for two students to conduct international research and fieldwork. This fellowship is an outgrowth of the summer “What in the World?” Series in Centennial, Wyoming and supported by donors from the Centennial and Laramie communities.

Rocky Mountain Power Foundation. Support for World to Wyoming outreach programming.

Jade Walsh Fellowship for Russian Studies and International Studies (housed in Global Engagement Office; committee chaired by CGS Director) - Endowment to support $10,000 for study abroad/international research scholarships annually for student(s).

3. Center Affiliated Grant Writing Activities 2017-18

Appendix A
Direct Research Outcomes from Faculty and Student Funded Research Projects Across 2017-18

Research Outcomes for Faculty 2017 Funded Projects

Addressing the Injustices of the Past: Socioeconomic Deprivation and Intercommunal Reconciliation in Northern Ireland, Belfast, Northern Ireland

Principal Investigator: Nevin Aiken, School of Politics, Public Affairs, and International Studies
- Grant as PI, “Addressing the Injustices of the Past: Socioeconomic Deprivation and Intercommunal Reconciliation in Northern Ireland,” Social Justice Research Center (SJRC), University of Wyoming.

Older Ghanaian Adults’ Perceptions of Physical Activity: An Exploratory Qualitative Study, Accra, Ghana

Principal Investigator: Laura Balis, Agricultural Extension (Lander)

Tracing Social Disappearance and Mapping Social Mobilization in Authoritarian North America, Mexico City, Mexico

Principal Investigator: Nicholas Crane, Department of Geography
- Presentation, Crane, N. J. 2018. “1968, Contingency, and the Political Geography of Latin America,” Geography Lunch Speaker Series, University of Wyoming, Laramie, WY.
- Paper Presentation, Crane, N. J. 2018. “Mexican Transition(s) and Youth Political Engagement after 1968 in Mexico City,” Rohatyn Center for Global Affairs 6th Annual International and Interdisciplinary Conference: 1968, Fifty Years of Struggle, Middlebury, VT.
- Presentation for Geography Department, Crane, N. J. 2018. “Iconography, Feminicidio, and the Global Disappeared,” Geography Awareness Week talk, Department of Geography, University of Wyoming, Laramie, WY.

Citizenship at the Intersections of State Intervention and Criminal Justice Oversight: Toward an Action Agenda on Socio-legal Approaches to Regulating Street Prostitution in the EU and North America, University of Essex, United Kingdom

Principal Investigator: Susan Dewey, Gender and Women’s Studies Program 2

- Visiting Fellow, University of the Essex Department of Sociology, August 3-22, Essex, UK, 2017.
- Invited talk, 2017 Expert panel on Women & Policing, City University of New York (Queens College), March 20, New York City.
- Workshop co-chair (with Wyoming Department of Corrections Education Programs Manager Betty Abbott), “Partnerships Between Universities and Corrections,” Correctional Education Association, July 30-August 2, San Antonio, Texas.
- Presentation, “Partnerships Between Universities and Corrections,” Correctional Education Association, July 30-August 2, San Antonio, Texas (co-presented with Wyoming Department of Corrections Education Programs Manager Betty Abbott).
- Presentation, “Community-based Research Findings from a Women’s Reentry Center: Mixed Methods, Mixed Results,” Western Society of Criminology Annual Conference, February 9-11, Las Vegas.
- Grant, University of Wyoming Faculty Grant in Aid, “Reducing Recidivism in Wyoming: A Statewide Study of Needs and Best Practices,” $6,370.

Honduran Brigade Community Health Partnership in Agua Salada, Honduras
Principal Investigator: Linda Johnson, School of Nursing, College of Health Sciences
- Clinic trip to Honduras in November that included 16 interdisciplinary students, seven community allied health professionals, and one UW faculty.

Sharpened Percepti

on: Sensory Diversity of Neotropical Birds (Brazil, Peru, Panama)
Principal Investigator: David McDonald, Department of Zoology & Physiology
- Fulbright in Ecuador, on sabbatical until July 2018.
- Newly elected a Fellow of the Animal Behavior Society.

Political and Socioecological Challenges to Bolivia’s “Social Control” Policy, La Paz, Bolivia
Principal Investigator: Zoe Pearson, School of Politics, Public Affairs, and International Studies
- Presentation, CGS Brown Bag Series, November 2017; “¡Kawsachun Coca, Wañuchun Yanquis!” (Long Live Coca, Death to Yankees): The formalization, implementation, and (geo)political consequences of coca policy reform in Bolivia.
- Grant, College of Arts & Sciences Interdisciplinary Seed Grant, University of Wyoming (co-PI) ($10,997). To establish the Latin American Studies Working Group at UW.
- Invited Class Talks, Research Perspectives (Geography), Fall 2017; Geographies of Conflicts, Fall 2017; Political Sociology, Spring 2018.

From Abbotsford to Aberdeen: Scotland's Energyscale in Transition, Edinburgh, Scotland
Principal Investigators: Sarah Strauss, Department of Anthropology and Carrick Eggleston, Department of Geology and Geophysics
- Paper Presentation, “Climate, Community, and Cultures: Oasis Regimes from Leukerbad to Laramie,” in seminar “Penser (avec et par) le tourisme” at Institut de Géographie et Durabilité, University of Lausanne, March 13, 2018.
- Inaugural UW in Scotland Program, two courses, six credits, 19 May-12 Jun 2018 With Carrick Eggleston.
- Hosted visiting scholar, Prof. Andrew Hurst, University of Aberdeen, is visiting UW April 29 through May 4, 2018.

Research Outcomes for Faculty 2016 Funded Projects Outcomes

**To Assert its Identity on the International Scene: Visibility and the European Union’s Common Security and Defense Policy (CSDP)**

**Principal Investigator:** Dr. Stephanie Anderson, School of Politics, Public Affairs, and International Studies

- Partnership Developments, The Women@IR/We-BIND network promotes women leadership in international relations-related jobs, in partnership with Dr. Federiga Bindi, SAIS Johns Hopkins, Washington DC and University of Rome Tor Vergata; Free University of Berlin.

**Australia from Camelback**

**Principal Investigator:** Leah Hardy, Department of Visual and Literary Arts

- Exhibition, *In Camels’ Footsteps: Responding to the Flinders Ranges*, SASA Gallery, University of South Australia, Adelaide, S.A., Australia.

**Economic Shocks and Political Transitions**

**Principal Investigator:** Dr. Thorsten Janus, Department of Economics and Finance

- Forthcoming article submission to American Political Science Review.

**The Dynamics of Entrepreneurial Ecosystems in Distress**

**Principal Investigator:** Dr. Krista Lewellyn, Department of Management and Marketing

- Grant, UW Sustainable Business Practices Fund for additional data collection from entrepreneurs in Scotland and Wyoming, $2376 received February 2018.

**Horse Art and Culture Exploration (Hungary, China, Mongolia, and Wyoming)**

**Principal Investigator:** Mark Ritchie, Department of Art


**Travel Exchange to Link Ecology and Production of Analogous Rangelands of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres**

**Principal Investigator:** Dr. John Derek Scasta, Department of Ecosystem Science and Management


**Research & Presentation Outcomes for Students Funded in 2017**

**Sara Ellingrod (Clearmont, Wyoming)** - BA International Studies and Spanish (CGS International Internship/Fieldwork Grant)

Project: *Environmental and Socio-Cultural Impacts of Resource Extraction and Use in the Amazon Rainforest 3*

Cecile Gleizes (Muret, France) - MA International Studies (Centennial Fellowship in Global Studies)
Project: How the Chinese Government’s Internationalization Agenda Affects Faculty and Students in Chinese Universities
- Presentation, School of Politics, Public Affairs and International Studies, COJO 5070.

Haylee Gobert (Browning, Montana) - MS Agricultural and Applied Economics (Harris International Research Award)
Project: Economics of Early Literacy and Music in New Zealand Households
- Presentation, Wyoming Goes Global Conference.

Cameron Green (Cheyenne, Wyoming) - MA History (CGS-Senator Malcolm Wallop ‘Conversations on Democracy’ Award)
Project: Cultural History of Cambodian Identity as Represented Through Film from the Early Twentieth Century
- CGS Public Presentation, CGS-Wallap Conversations on Democracy Program, Laramie, WY.
- Paper Presentation, Omaha Regional Phi Alpha Theta Conference, Omaha, NE.

Lindsay Hein (Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania) - MA International Studies (CGS Senator Malcolm Wallop ‘Conversations on Democracy’ Award)
Project: Evaluating the Impact of Roma Inclusion Policies on the Educational Experiences of Roma Girls in Moldova
- Presentations, U.S. Senator Malcom Wallop Fellows Program, Laramie, WY; Sheridan College.
- Paper Presentation, American Association of Geographers Annual Conference, New Orleans, LA.

Maggie Huss (Laramie, Wyoming) - BA International Studies (CGS World to Wyoming Grant)

Mary Jacinta Nekesa (Kampala, Uganda) - PhD Education (CGS International Internship/Fieldwork Grant)
Project: Cultural Responsiveness: Reflections on Adaptations United States Trained Counseling Faculty Make While Preparing Counselors in Uganda
- Poster Presentation, Wyoming Goes Global Conference.

Nicholas Oakley (Ashland, Missouri) - MS Zoology and Psychology (Center for Global Studies International Internship/Fieldwork Grant)
Project: Studying Golden-Winged Manakins in Ecuador
- Poster Presentation, Wyoming Goes Global Conference.

Danielle Peck (Lovell, Wyoming) - MA International Studies and Environment and Natural Resources (CGS-SER Nielson International Internship/Fieldwork Grant)
Project: Analysis of Unmonitored Landfills in Communities in the Former East Germany
- Presentations, The Rotary Club, Laramie, WY; Wyoming Goes Global Conference; Haub School Career Series.
- Paper Presentation, “Landscape Specialty Group-Student Presentation Competition” for American Association for Geographers, New Orleans, LA.
- Paper Presentation, European Horizons Western Regional Conference at the University of Wyoming.
- CGS Poster Presentation, UW Alumni Reception, Washington D.C.

Marco Polo (Reno, Texas) - MA International Studies and Environment and Natural Resources (CGS-SER Nielson International Internship/Fieldwork Grant)
Project: Understanding the Oil and Gas and Renewable Marriage: The Case of Royal Dutch Shell and its Renewable Energy Strategy
Nina Radovanovic (Lukicevo, Serbia) – MA American Studies (Centennial Fellowship in Global Studies & CGS World to Wyoming Grant)
Project: Discourses in Au Pair Programs in Europe and the United States

Jessica Rick (Burnsville, MN) – PhD Botany (CGS International Internship/Fieldwork Grant)
Project: The Effects of Environmental Factors on Evolution and the Conservation of Biodiversity in Lake Tanganyika
- Poster Presentations, Wyoming Goes Global conference
- Presentation, Annual Program in Ecology Symposium, Laramie, WY.
- Presentation, UW Department of Botany, Laramie, WY.
- Presentation, Tanzanian Fisheries Research Institute (TAFIRI), Kigoma, Tanzania.

Ramesh Sapkota (Nepal) – PhD Ecology (CGS-SER Nielson Fellowship)
- Poster Presentation, Wyoming Goes Global conference, Laramie, WY

Misty Springer (Laramie, Wyoming) – Master’s in Public Administration (Christopher and Michelle Spear Award and Centennial Fellowship in Global Studies)
Project: Effectiveness of Women’s NGOs and Their Influence on Policy in the Republic of Georgia
- Fulbright Award to Republic of Georgia, 2018-19.
- Poster Presentation, Wyoming Goes Global conference.

Jerry Stott (Green River, Wyoming) – Master’s in Public Administration (CGS Senator Malcolm Wallop ‘Conversations on Democracy’ Award)
Project: Environmental Policy and Building Partnerships with the Georgian Institute for Public Affairs
- Presentation, U.S. Senator Malcolm Wallop Fellows Program, University of Wyoming.
Appendix B
Wyoming Goes Global - A World of Opportunities
Union Center Ballroom
Monday, March 26, 2018 – 3:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.

Wyoming Goes Global International Careers Panel and American Foreign Policy in the Trump Era Roundtable
Union Center Ballroom, Monday, March 26, 2018 – 3:00-5:15 p.m.

Panel on International Careers – 3 p.m.

Mark Jenkins (moderator), Senior Fellow with the UW Center for Global Studies and National Geographic correspondent for adventure and geopolitics. He is the author of four books and numerous articles with national magazines. He holds a MS in Geography and BA in Philosophy from UW.

Megan Degenfelder, Wyoming Department of Education Chief Policy Advisor and formerly government affairs liaison with Cloud Peak Energy. She holds a Masters in Economics from Beijing University of International Business and Economics and BA in Political Science from UW.

Mathias Jung, CEO Rocky Mountain International, a small business specializing in international travel and tourism promotion for the Rocky Mountain region. He received his BS in Marketing and Management from UW and has traveled the globe attaining a diverse skill-set in international tourism marketing and economic development.

Sara Robinson, Education Abroad Advisor with UW Global Engagement Office with extensive experience in coordinating study abroad programming. She holds a MA in History and BA in History from UW.

Laurent Roux, Founder and CEO Gallatin Wealth Management and member of the board for the UW Center for Global Studies. He graduated from the University of Colorado and holds a JD in Law from the California Western School of Law. He is a well-known speaker on many subjects relating to family wealth advising and investment management.

Barry Allen Sears, Managing Director, Global Functions and Data Governance Technology Audit at Citi. He graduated from the University of Rochester with an MBA in Information Systems and with his BA degrees in International Studies and German from UW.

Roundtable Discussion on American Foreign Policy in the Trump Era – 4:10 p.m.

Dr. Stephanie Anderson (moderator), Professor and Head, UW School of Politics, Public Affairs, and International Studies. She received her Ph.D. from University of Cambridge (UK), M.Sc., London School of Economics, and B.S.F.S. from Georgetown University.

Major General (Ret) Donald C. Alston, Senior Fellow at the Potomac Foundation and former Commander of the 20th Air Force, Air Force Global Strike Command and Commander Task Force 214, U.S. Strategic Command, Francis E. Warren Air Force Base, Wyo. He received his BS from the U.S. Air Force Academy and Master's degree in Business Administration from Golden Gate University in California.

Dr. Jean Garrison, Director, UW Center for Global Studies and professor of political science and international studies at UW. Garrison worked in the Office of Chinese and Mongolian Affairs in the U.S. State Department and has been a visiting fellow with the Maureen and Mike Mansfield Foundation in Washington, DC and with the Free University of Berlin. She holds a Ph.D. in Political Science from the University of South Carolina and BA in Political Science from UW.

Ambassador Gary Grappo, Distinguished Fellow of the Center for Middle East Studies at the University of Denver’s Josef Korbel School of International Studies, former Ambassador to Oman and career foreign service office (with many postings in the Middle East), and UW Senior Visiting Scholar in Global Studies (2016-17). Grappo holds a BS in Mathematics from the United States Air Force Academy, an MS in Geodesy and Survey Engineering from Purdue University, and an MBA from the Stanford University Graduate School of Business.

Ambassador Marc Wall, Senior Fellow and member of the board for the Center for Global Studies, former Ambassador to Chad, and UW Senior Visiting Scholar in Global Studies (2013-14). As a nearly 40 year veteran of the U.S. State Department, Wall had a long career in Asia. He received his bachelor’s degree with honors in European history at Princeton University and his MA at Columbia University's School of International Affairs.
Wyoming Goes Global Student & Faculty Presentations – 5:30 p.m.

**Jessica Rick**, Ph.D. in Botany  
“Lake Tanganyika’s Fishery: A Critical Natural Resource for Africa”

**Danielle Peck**, M.A. in International Studies/Environment & Natural Resources  
“Dirty Business: The Impact of Reunification upon Landfill Waste Management in Germany”

**Haylee Gobert**, M.S. in Agricultural & Applied Economics  
“The Influence of Words and Music on Childhood Development: Evidence from New Zealand”

**Cecile Gleizes**, M.A. in International Studies  
“Internationalization of Chinese Higher Education”

**Dr. Nevin Aiken**, Associate Professor of Political Science  
“Socioeconomic Marginalization and Reconciliation in Northern Ireland”

Student and Faculty Poster Presentations – 7:00 p.m.

**Laura Balis**, UW Extension Educator in the College of Agriculture & Natural Resources  
“A Mixed Methods Approach to Understanding Older Ghanaian Perceptions of Physical Activity”

**Sara Ellingrod**, B.A. in International Studies  
“Extractivism, Conflict, and Territory in Yasuni National Park, Ecuador”

**Mary Jacinta Nekesa**, Ph.D. in Counselor Education  
“Cultural Responsiveness: Contextualizing Counselor Education in a Non-Western Culture”

**Linda Johnson**, Academic Professional (retired) in the College of Health Sciences  
“Honduran Brigade Community Health Partnership in Agua Salada, Honduras”

**Nicholas Oakley**, M.S. in Zoology & Physiology  
“Preliminary Results from a Field Study of Golden-Winged Manakins”

**Marco Polo**, M.A. in International Studies  
“Royal Dutch Shell and the Energy-Climate Challenge”

**Nina Radovanovic**, M.A. in American Studies  
“Youth Migration from the Balkans to the United States: A Case of Work & Travel and Au Pair”

**Ramesh Sapkota**, Ph.D. in Ecology  
“Diversity, Disturbance, and Restoration of Forests in Terai & Siwalik of Central Nepal”

**Misty Springer**, M.P.A. in Public Administration  
“Sex Trafficking at a Crossroads in Georgia”
Appendix C
2017-18 Campus Events Schedule

September 8: Berwyn Kinsey (Discover Medical London), "Myth, Mirrors and Magical Words: Art and the History of Medicine, Berry Center Auditorium (German Embassy Collaboration)

September 8: CGS 2017 Student Fellows Lightning Talks

September 11: Opening Ceremony and Concert: “Germany in Europe: The Influence of German composers on European Music” (School of Politics, Public Affairs, and International Studies & German Embassy Collaboration)

September 15: “The Future of Germany in Europe” (School of Politics, Public Affairs, and International Studies and German Embassy Collaboration): Speech by Profs. Drs. Tanja Börzel and Thomas Risse, Free University Berlin

September 28: Phi Beta Kappa Speaker Harvard University Professor Stephen Walt, “Is Anyone Accountable?: Foreign Policy and Personal Responsibility”

October 6: CGS Brownbag Series, Yi-ling Chen “The Fall & Rise of Social Rental Housing: A Comparative Study of East Asia and Netherlands”

October 13: 2017 Landscape Discussion on Energy Law and Policy in the Rockies, Marian H. Rochelle Gateway Center

October 17: Changing Global Energy Markets, US Foreign Policy, and Wyoming’s Position as an Energy Leader, A Presentation by Dr. Robert F. Ichord, Jr., Non-Resident Senior Fellow with the Atlantic Council Global Energy Center and former Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Energy Innovation

October 17: Comparing German and US Forestry Management in the Black Forest and Medicine Bow National Forest: Different Approaches to the Pine Beetle, Speech by Stefan Kraemer, Manager of the Forestry Area Edelweiler, Forest Department County of Freudenstadt (German Embassy Collaboration)


October 31: Russian Energy and European Security: Challenges and Policy Implications: A Presentation by Dr. Andreas Goldthau, Professor in International Relations at Royal Holloway University of London

November 2: “Mare Nostrum or Solidarity of Inaction? European Union’s Responses to the Unfolding Refugee and Burden-Sharing Crisis”: Speech by Prof. Emek Uçarer, Bucknell University

November 3: CGS Brownbag Series, Emek Uçarer, Bucknell University, “European Migration Challenge: An Update”

November 13: Mr. Anders Fogh Rasmussen, former General Secretary of NATO and Prime Minister of Denmark, Public talk: America’s Will to Lead, Transatlantic Relations, and the Future of the US-European Alliance

November 17: CGS Brownbag Series, Zoe Pearson “Coca Control Politics in Bolivia”

February 23: Center for Global Studies Brown Bag Presentation, "Politicizing Disappearance: Three Scenes from Centraal Mexico," with Dr. Nicholas Crane

February 27: Mark Jenkins World to Wyoming Lecture Series, “Camels, Climbing, and St. Catherine: An Expedition to Egypt”

February 26-March 2: Latin American Studies Working Group Spring Events – film screening of In the Intense Now, talk on Voices of ’68 with Ana Ignacia‘Nacha” Rodríguez Márquez and Prof. Eugenia Allier Montaño, and documentary screening of Casa Libertad.

March 2: Center for Global Studies Brown Bag Presentation, “The Relative Risks of Transporting Crude Oil via Rail & Pipelines: Analysis and International Implication," with Dr. Chuck Mason

March 26: Wyoming Goes Global Conference, University of Wyoming Student Union Center Ballroom, 5:30p.m.

April 6-7: European Horizons West Region Conference

April 27: Center for Global Studies Brown Bag Presentation, "Sun in Scotland? Shade in India? Some Thoughts on Siting and Scale in Energy Transitions," with Dr. Sarah Strauss & Dr. Carrick Eggelston
Appendix D
U.S. Senator Malcolm Wallop Excellence Initiative
The Wallop Civic Engagement Project
Fall 2017

The College of Arts and Sciences and Center for Global Studies (CGS) announce the Malcolm Wallop Civic Engagement Project, which builds upon Senator Malcolm Wallop’s legacy as a public servant to create a program at UW focusing on significant discussions on issues of public interest.

Signature Elements of the Wallop Civic Engagement Program.

- **Professor of Practice Program.** This program will bring visiting professors of practice, such as retired diplomats, government officials, and prominent private sector actors, to teach and work with UW students, interact with faculty, and be involved in civic engagement. It builds from the successful visiting scholar and artist model, as pioneered by units within the College of Arts and Sciences (such as the Senior Visiting Scholar Program in Global Studies), to host significant leaders in their field to teach on campus and interact with the community.

- **Wallop Student and Faculty Fellows Program.** Support for research projects, internship projects, and a graduate fellowship for students, as well as research support for faculty.

- **Outreach and Civic Engagement Programming.** Building upon the CGS civic engagement model, the Professor of Practice and Wallop Fellows will participate in statewide programming to share their expertise in significant conversations, particularly in partnership with Wyoming educators and community colleges.

Building Upon the Wallop Legacy. The Wallop Civic Engagement Project offers an opportunity to build upon the legacy of Senator Malcolm Wallop’s distinguished career as a public servant, as well as the generosity of his friends and supporters, who have helped to honor him with the creation of the U.S. Senator Malcolm Wallop Conversations on Democracy Program. Senator Wallop’s life was about conversations around ideas, and the Wallop Civic Engagement Project honors that legacy, providing a platform for those making the effort learn and champion their beliefs.

Building on UW’s Commitment to Civic Engagement. The Wallop Civic Engagement Project links to UW’s new Strategic Plan, *Breaking Through*, by challenging us to join together as an intellectual community to foster excellence in teaching, scholarship, innovation and creative endeavor—to engage in matters of public concern and to provide students with experiences that prepare them to meet tomorrow’s challenges with sustainable solutions. The Wallop Civic Engagement Project also takes advantage of the momentum built across the two-year partnership between the Center for Global Studies and the Wallop Conversations on Democracy Program to build a permanent fund to continue these efforts with a distinct focus on civic engagement with issues of significant public concern. The partnership highlights what we do best: supporting student work, enhancing scholarship at the university, and committing to a partnership with Wyoming communities.

Fundraising Goal. The fundraising goals include $50,000 in annual expendable income with an initial endowment goal of $1.25 million. For information on this project contact Jean Garrison, Director of the Center for Global Studies at garrison@uwyo.edu / 307-766-6119